This authoritative guide directs consumers and users of test scores on when and how to provide subscores and how to make informed decisions based on them. The book is designed to be accessible to practitioners and score users with varying levels of technical expertise, from executives of testing organizations and students who take tests to graduate students in educational measurement, psychometrists, and test developers. The theoretical background required to evaluate subscores and improve them is provided alongside examples of tests with subscores to illustrate their use and misuse.

The first chapter covers the history of tests, subtests, scores, and subscores. Later chapters go into subscore reporting, evaluating and improving the quality of subscores, and alternatives to subscores when they are not appropriate. This thorough introduction to the existing research and best practices will be useful to graduate students, researchers, and practitioners.
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Subscores have long been popular for intelligence tests. Psychologists have used results from different types of comparisons of the subscores on the Weschler Adult Intelligence Scale–Revised, Stanford–Binet Intelligence Scale, and so on to interpret performance on those tests. These analyses are often referred to as profile or scatter analyses. Subscores on educational assessments were prevalent but received scant attention during the twentieth century.

However, the first decade of the twenty-first century saw a change. There was a huge surge of interest in diagnostic scores for educational assessments, possibly due to the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, which demanded, among other things, that students receive diagnostic reports to allow teachers to address their specific academic needs. Testing organizations responded by accelerating their recently begun or already ongoing efforts of reporting subscores and other types of diagnostic scores. Measurement researchers responded to the demand by suggesting various ways of computing diagnostic scores.

Despite good intentions, these efforts on subscore reporting had their limitations. Many of the reported subscores were based on only a handful of items, thus possessing dubious psychometric properties. Unfortunately, there was not much guidance for practitioners on when and how to report subscores. We began to feel the need to address one or more of these issues during the period from the late 1990s to 2010.

How We Became Involved with Subscores

The seed for the book was sown in the late 1990s when Kathy Sheehan reached out to her colleague Howard Wainer at the Educational Testing Service (ETS) with a knotty problem associated with a teachers’ licensing examination. The score users wanted subscores; however, Kathy was hesitant to comply
because many of the potentially reportable subscores were based on only a few items. She felt that it would be unethical to supply scores that had unacceptably low reliability. Howard subsequently ran into his colleague Nick Longford at lunch, who suggested using the other items on the test to help stabilize the subscores and thought that this was a made-to-order application for an empirical Bayes approach. Nick sketched the idea on a napkin. Howard did the necessary algebra and handed it over to the remarkable Xiaohui Wang, who had just joined ETS as a data analyst. Xiaohui used the afternoon to write the code and run the program on Kathy’s data to compute what are now called augmented subscores. Their reliabilities were stunningly high. It is now known that augmented subscores computed from any largely one-dimensional test will have high reliability regardless of the number of items formally constituting those subscores. But in the 1990s, the result looked too good to be true. This led Howard and Xiaohui to check the algebra and code several times. They later published three landmark papers on augmented subscores between 1998 and 2001. David Thissen insisted on referring to the augmented subscores as Wainer subscores in 2001, following Stigler’s law of eponymy that nothing is ever named after the right person (which Stigler attributed to Robert Merton).

Despite this breakthrough, there remained the need for a widely accepted method for the parsimonious characterization of the psychometric quality of subscores. Enter Shelby Haberman, who joined the staff at ETS in 2002 shortly after Howard left ETS for the National Board of Medical Examiners (NBME). Shelby, who joined the faculty of the University of Chicago in 1970 along with Howard Wainer (though they hardly knew each other in Chicago), became involved with subscores shortly after he arrived at ETS. He learned of ETS’s interest in supplying diagnostic scores despite the possibility of their feeble psychometric properties. There were several ongoing projects, both from internal researchers and from external vendors, focused on producing subscores for ETS tests despite the very real questions about the prospective utility of these subscores. In response, Shelby tried to provide criteria for the utility of subscores and for methods to improve them. He published a paper in 2008 that suggested a simple yet elegant approach that summarizes a comprehensive evaluation of the psychometric quality of a subscore in a single number. That paper is widely regarded as a breakthrough in research on subscores and, as of January 2023, had been cited 265 times. Sandip Sinharay joined ETS in 2001, partially because his doctoral supervisor (Hal Stern – currently at the University of California–Irvine) knew of a job vacancy at ETS from his friend Howard Wainer. Sandip joined Shelby’s research team for the study of subscores in the mid-2000s. Sandip’s initial goal was disseminating to ETS
colleagues and outsiders the ideas behind Shelby’s brilliant subscore-related papers that were highly technical and thus ill-suited for the faint of heart. Shelby and Sandip went on a vigorous spree of examining various aspects of subscore reporting in a series of papers, often involving ETS colleagues like Gautam Puhan and Kevin Larkin. Their research is documented in more than 20 technical reports, journal articles, and chapters in edited volumes. This earned them the euphonious appellation of the subscore police from their esteemed colleague Paul Holland and also the 2009 annual award for technical or scientific contribution to the field of educational measurement from the National Council on Measurement in Education.

In the meantime, Howard Wainer – who left ETS to join NBME in 2001 and was busy working on testlets, measurement problems in medical licensing tests, and several books on various topics – read Shelby’s 2008 paper and figured that the next logical step would be the equating of subscores, which would make an excellent dissertation topic. Howard mentioned this topic to his NBME colleague Mike Jodoin, who contacted Richard A. Feinberg, then both a staff member at NBME and a graduate student at the University of Delaware. Rich was in the process of considering different plausible dissertation ideas. In 2010, Richard met with Howard to further discuss the idea, which instigated a productive research agenda between the two of them. Rich began communicating with Sandip and Shelby, who told him that ETS colleagues were already investigating equating of subscores (two papers on the topic were published in 2011). This led Howard and Rich to think carefully about other important practical questions that could add value to the rapidly growing subscore literature. Richard’s dissertation evolved and led to several papers on previously unexplored and practical issues related to subscores.

The Origin of This Book

In July 2021, after completing work on his 25 book and passing beyond the biblically prescribed life span of 3 score and 10 years, Howard realized that he probably did not have many books left in him. He was looking for the right topic for a book that would have a lasting impact on operational testing and would allow him to “go out with a bang.” He alit on subscores as the topic that he was looking for. He contacted Sandip, Richard, and Shelby, all of whom thought that a book on subscores was a great idea. The book project would also provide an opportunity for the four authors, who had narrowly missed collaborating in the past (e.g., when Howard left ETS immediately after Sandip joined ETS and a year before Shelby joined ETS),
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to team up on a topic of common interest. The four of us then contacted Lauren Cowles of Cambridge University Press, who shared our enthusiasm, and the ball started rolling. The book was to be a coherent compendium of all of our past research as well as other new, relevant research. Thus, the version of the book that you now hold in your hand includes new material that we developed to bridge gaps in the literature that were exposed once we had collected prior work into a coherent whole. The section on canonical scores in Chapter 3 is one prime example of this, as are many of the figures in Chapters 4 and 5. Finally, the summary recommendations for practice appearing throughout the book are new.

The Need for This Book and the Purpose That We Intend It to Serve

If there’s a book that you really want to read, but it hasn’t been written yet, then you must write it.

Toni Morrison (1981)

Given the popularity of subscores and the high variability of their utility that is encountered in practice, the authors felt the need for a single, coherent, and authoritative source that provides a succinct and easily accessible summary of best practices supported by existing research. Because such a source did not exist, we felt compelled to follow Professor Morrison’s advice and write it. We believe that this book will provide direction to both producers and consumers of psychological and educational test scores about when and how subscores should be provided, how to interpret reported subscores appropriately, and how to make informed decisions based on the subscores. The book will provide graduate students and researchers with a thorough introduction to existing research on subscores and guide them to future research topics related to subscores. We hope that it will contribute to improved understanding and more sensible and ethical use of subscores among psychometricians, test developers, institutional and individual users of assessment results, and management of testing organizations that currently report subscores or are considering their use. Thirteen years after Rich and Howard started their quest to find unsolved problems on subscores, many of the same problems still exist, which suggests a larger conversation is needed between psychometricians, test developers, governance stakeholders, and score recipients regarding how to estimate a subscore’s value, its limitations, appropriate modalities of reporting, and so on. We hope that this book can contribute to that conversation.
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A Brief Outline of This Book

We begin with an introductory chapter that provides a brief account of the long history of tests, subtests, scores, and subscores. Chapter 2 focuses on the reporting of subscores and provides examples of the various ways in which subscores are reported for several large-scale operational tests. Chapter 3 focuses on the importance of evaluating the quality of subscores and suggests various ways of assessing the psychometric quality of subscores. Chapter 4 includes the results from a survey regarding the quality of subscores using data from 34 operational tests. Chapter 5 provides some alternatives when subscores are demanded but do not satisfy contemporary standards of psychometric quality and consequently ought not, in good conscience, be provided. Chapter 6 includes concluding remarks and our recommendations for practice.
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